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SOME GENERAL LOCAL VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES

PAUL BINDING AND QIANG YE

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. Local variational min-sup characterizations are presented for the

real spectrum of a selfadjoint operator pencil. Instead of minimizing over all

subspaces of fixed codimension as in the classical result, the new characteriza-

tions minimize over subspaces that are close to extremal subspaces. In this way,

the entire real spectrum, including continuous spectrum, can be characterized.

1. Introduction

For a selfadjoint operator that is bounded below, there is a classical minimax

theorem that characterizes the discrete end of the spectrum. Over the years,

this minimax characterization has played a very important role in the investi-

gation of spectra of selfadjoint operators. It is natural to ask whether similar

characterizations exist for the entire spectrum of a selfadjoint operator, or more

generally for the real spectrum of a selfadjoint operator pencil XA—B. In recent

works [AM, NY], a minimax theorem of the classical form was established for

certain eigenvalues of a selfadjoint matrix (or operator) pencil. In this paper it

is our intention to consider a minimax characterization that has a weaker form

but applies to all the real spectrum.

We first note that the minimax principle is closely related to the stationary

property of the Rayleigh quotient, which is a local result. It turns out that

this is an appropriate framework for obtaining a general minimax theorem.

We present a local minimax characterization for the real spectrum of a selfad-

joint operator pencil. One extremum in our theorem is taken over subspaces

that are close to an extremal subspace instead of over all subspaces of specific

codimension as in the classical case. It is in this sense that we regard it as a

local characterization. In the rest of this section, we present the basic theorem

and some direct implications. The proofs are in §3, and a more complicated

application is given in §4.

Let H be a separable Hubert space. We first introduce a neighborhood

system in the set of closed subspaces. Given such a subspace So, we choose an

orthonormal basis â§ for it, and we consider subspaces spanned by elements
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that are slightly perturbed from â§.  Specifically, we introduce the following

definition.

Definition 1.1. Let So and To be two closed subspaces such that H = So + Tq .

Then for e > 0,

NEiS0,T0) = {

+ OC

span{<?„ + e'n}+™0 : én =   ^   emnem ,     ^Z   I6««!2 < e

m=—oo m=—oo
n=0

is called an e-neighborhood of 5o relative to To, where {e„}+fo and {en}+^=x

are orthonormal bases of So and 7b respectively.

We show in §2 that the definition of NeiSo, To) is independent of the choices

of orthonormal bases {e„}^=o and {en}^=l and thus pertains only to the sub-

spaces »So and 7b.
Let A , B be two bounded selfadjoint operators on H, and let

(1.1) C± = {x£H:±iAx,x)>0}.

Our starting point is the following basic pair of assumptions for some fixed

AEl.
( 1 ) // admits the direct sum decomposition H = Sx + Tx with Sx , Tx closed

and
X=    sup   iBx, x)HAx, x).

x€SxnC+

(2) There is a fixed ¿5 > 0, so that for any y > 0, there exist a subspace

Ty D Tx and an element xy £TynSx satisfying iAxy, xy) > <5||xy||2 and

inf   iBx,x)/iAx,x)>X-y.
x£TrnC+

We now state the local minimax theorem.

Theorem 1.2. Let A,  B be two bounded selfadjoint operators on a separable

Hubert space H. If assumptions (1) and (2) hold for some lei, then there is

e > 0 such that
X=     min       sup  iBx, x)HAx, x).

seNc(Si,Ti)xeSnc+

To apply this abstract theorem to concrete problems, we need to construct

Sx, Tx, and Ty so that assumptions (1) and (2) are satisfied. Here we present

two direct applications. If E is the resolution of the identity for a selfadjoint

operator C on H, so Cx = J^°ooXdEiX)x for all x £ H, then we write

(1.2) Ex = EQ-oo,X]).

Theorem 1.3. Let E be the resolution of the identity for a bounded selfadjoint

operator B on H. If

(1.3) Ei]XQ - y, X0]) ¿ 0  for ally >0

iso Xo is an eigenvalue of B or a point of continuous spectrum not on the left

boundary), then there is e > 0, such that

Xo=     min        sup   iBx, x)/(x, x),
S€Ne(So,T0)X£S,x¿0
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where S0 = K(^), T0 = «(/ - EXo) isee (1.2)).

We say that Xo is an eigenvalue of the operator pencil P : X -+ XA - B if

Bx = XqAx for some nonzero x £ H, i.e. 0 is an eigenvalue of XqA - B. Also

Xo is ^-positive (resp. ^-negative) if x £ C+ (resp. x e C_) of (1.1).

Theorem 1.4. // A0 ¿J ¿z« A-positive eigenvalue of P, let E be the resolution of

the identity for XqA - B and let So = £H(ÍSb) , Tq = 9\(I - Tío). Then there is
e > 0 such that

Xo =     min       sup  iBx, x)HAx, x).
S€Nt(S0,To)x€SnC+

Our final application is Theorem 4.2, which extends Theorem 1.3 to Pontrya-

gin space and Theorem 1.4 to include continuous spectrum in an appropriate

sense. Both extensions are, however, at the cost of extra conditions on the pair

(A,B).
All the results in this paper have been restricted to min-sup characterizations

and ^-positive eigenvalues. There are dual characterizations of max-inf type,

and also of yl-negative eigenvalues, which can be obtained similarly and are left

to the reader.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we prove an essential lemma on intersection of subspaces.

First, however, we clarify Definition 1.1.

Theorem 2.1. The definition of N£(So, To) is independent of the choice of or-

thonormal bases for So and Tq .

Proof If So = span{/„}+-, T0 = span{/„}+~ . , where {fn}+n^ and {/n}+~ ,

are orthonormal respectively, let

+00 +00

en = Yl a"if   for n - °>        e" = Yl a"ljfl   for " - _1
/=o -1=1

and

// = £ ßlnen     for / > 0, /, =  J2 ßl*en     f« / < -1 .
n=0 -n=l

Then

+00 +00

(2.1) J2ßni°'!m = Yla»ißi»'::=S"»>   f°rm,«>0,
/=0 /=0

+00 4-00

(2.2) ]T ßmicxin = £ a„,ßlm = S„„    for m, n < -1,

-t=i -1=1

and

+00

(2.3) £>»&» = <*/*    forl,k>0.
n=0
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Now, for a subspace S = span{¿>„ + e'n}+™Q with e'„ = £*=_<,<, em„i?m  and

Em=-oo, „=o Ie-«I2 < £ , by (2.1) we have

S = span i J2ßin(en + e'n)}      =span^+  E e'klfk
\n=0 ) i=o [ k=-oo 1=0

where

and

+00

4/ =^2ßln  E &"inamk    for Ac < -1 and /> 0
n=0 -m=l

+00 +00

4/ = E ß'n E ^n""*    for /c > 0 and / > 0.
n=0 m=0

Furthermore, by (2.2) and (2.3), we have cxjk = ßkj . Then after a computation,

we reach
+00 00

E i4/i2= E i£-i2-
fe=—00

/=0
m=—00

n=0

The proof is complete.   D

A basic problem in the construction of minimax principles is whether two

given subspaces intersect nontrivially. In the classical case, this intersection can

be deduced from dimension arguments. In the general case, both subspaces in

question could be of infinite dimension. We show that given two nontrivially

intersecting subspaces, they still intersect if one of the subspaces is perturbed

slightly in the sense of Definition 1.1.

Lemma 2.2. Let A be a bounded selfadjoint operator on a separable Hubert

space H = So + To with So, To closed. Given ô > 0, there is e > 0, such that

if S £ NiSo, To), T0 c T, and xT £ S0 n T with iAxT, xT) > ¿||x7-||2, then
there is x £ S n T with iAx, x) > 0.

Proof Let S0 = span{é>„}~0 , T0 = span{e„}+~, , and S = span{e„ + e'„}+™0

with e'„ = Em=-oo Emnem and E™=_oo «=o \£mn\2 <e<l. For xT £ S0 n T,

we can write xr = En^o ß"e" • We men consider the following equation in an :

(2.4) an + / , CSLm£nm — Pn >

m=0

for n = 0, 1, 2, ... . Equivalently, this can be written in infinite matrix form

(2.5) iI + E)a = ß

on l2, where

E =

£00   £01   £02

£10   £11    612 a =

»0

ax
a2 and   ß =

ßo\
ßi
ßi
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Since ||£||2 < Em^o   n=o\£mn\2 < e < I , (2.5) has the unique solution a =

iI + E)~xß. Moreover, ||a||2 < ||0||2/(1 - \\E\\2) < \\xT\\2/(l - e). We now let

+oo

x = J2an(en + en) £S.
n=0

Then by (2.4), we have x = yo + xj, where

+00   /+00 \

yo = E ( E sm"a» Km e r0 c r,
-m=l   \n=0 /

so x £ S n T. Furthermore

+00   +00
2 \ / V

+00    +00 \     /+00 \ m       ||2

/ Jemnan *  EEi^«i2   Eki2 <ff
e||xr|

-m=l«=o /    \«=0
£)2

ii^oii2 = E
-m=l   n=0

and

(Ax, x) = (AxT ,xt) + 2 Re(AxT, yo) + (Ayo, yo)

>,5||x7-||2-2||x7-||-PII-|l>'ol|-MIIII>'o||2

^(á-^'-(I^^)-M2-

Thus, choosing e small enough to ensure <5-(2v/e/(l -e) + e/(l -e)2)||^|| >0,

we have (x, Ax) > 0. This completes the proof.   D

3. Proofs of the main theorems

Proof of Theorem 1.2. Choose ¿5 as in assumption (2). Thus for any y > 0,

there is a subspace Ty D Tx and xy £ TynSx such that (Axy, xy) > c5||xy||2

and

inf   (Bx, x)/(Ax, x) > X - y.
xeTync+

Now let e correspond to ö in Lemma 2.2. Then for given 5" £ Ne(Sx, Tx),

there is Xo 6 S n Ty n C+ . Thus

«UP    ̂ 4>7^4>     inf    7^4>^-7-
x€SnC+ (AX , X)        (AXo , Xo)       x€TrnC+ (Ax, x)

Noting that y is any positive number, we have

sup  (Bx, x)/iAx, x)>X.
x<ESnC+

This together with assumption ( 1 ) proves the theorem.   D

As pointed out in §1, several applications can be derived from Theorem 1.2.

We now proceed to the proofs of the remaining theorems.

Proof of Theorem 1.3. It is enough to check assumptions ( 1 ) and (2) with A = I.

For x£So = K(Ex0)

X(dE(X)x, x) < Xo(x, x).
■00
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In view of (1.3),

(3.1) sup    iBx, x)/(x, x) = X0
xes0, x¿o

and we have verified assumption ( 1 ). Now, for any y > 0, let Ty = 9í(/-7i^0_y).

Then Ty D To . Furthermore, SonTy = 91(7^ -Exa~y) / {0} so xy exists with

ô = 1/2, and
.  .     iBx, x)
inf     ±-.-^ > X0 - y.

xeTy, x¿o  (x, x)

Hence, assumption (2) is also satisfied.   D

Proof of Theorem 1.4. Again, we only need to check assumptions (1) and (2).

Let xo be an eigenvector corresponding to Xo with ÍAxq, Xo) > 0. For x e

So = KiEo),
HB-X0A)x,x) <0,

i.e.

iBx, x) < XoiAx, x).

Since Xo £ So n C+ , we have

sup   iBx, x)/iAx, x) = X0.
xes0nc+

Now, for any y > 0, let Ty = 91(7 - £(] - oo, 0[)). Then Ty d T0 and x0 £

So n Ty. Obviously (^xo, Xo) > <5(xo, xo) with ô = iAxo, xo)/2(x0, x0) > 0.
Also, for x £ Ty,

ÜB - X0A)x, x) > 0.

Thus

inf   iBx, x)/iAx, x) > Xo> Xo - y.
x€TynC+

Hence both assumptions (1) and (2) are satisfied.   D

4.  A VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE IN PONTRYAGIN SPACE

The basis for this section is a direct sum of selfadjoint pencils 7*1 © P2 on

H = HX®H2 where dimHx is finite, Theorem 1.4 applies to Px and Theorem

1.3 applies to P2. Specifically, we write

(4.1) PxiX)=XAx-Bx,        P2iX)=XI2-B2,

where A x is nonsingular. We remark that a variety of pencils on a given Hubert

space H can be transformed into such direct sums [B]. Evidently, the operator

(4.2) Q = A~xiBx®B2)

is selfadjoint in the Pontryagin space HA defined as H but with the inner

product generated by A = AX®I2. (Note that the Hubert majorant topology of

HA is just that of H.) Conversely, any selfadjoint operator Lona Pontryagin

space admits such a direct sum decomposition, provided a certain nondegener-

acy condition holds [B, p. 337] or equivalently provided there are no singular

critical points [L, p. 40]. As a simple example, if L is compact then the above

conditions hold if A(L) is nondegenerate (e.g. if L is 1-1) (cf. [BS, Theorem
!])•

We have the following result for Pi .
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Lemma 4.1. For any X £R, there exist complementary subspaces S\ and T\

of Hi, such that

sup   {r^A<x<   inf   &£*£>
xes'xnc+ (Aix, x) x€T¡nc+ iAxx, x)

Furthermore, if X is an A-positive eigenvalue of Px with a corresponding eigen-

vector xo £ C+, then Xo £ S\ .

A construction of 5] , T\ for certain eigenvalues X is contained in the

proof of Theorem 3.1 of [NY] in the context of matrix pencils, but in fact

this construction applies to any real number and not just the eigenvalues. The

details are omitted here, but we remark that these subspaces S\ and T\ involve

splitting spectral subspaces for A~[xBi in a fashion that is in general not unique.

If E is the resolution of the identity for B2, then we define

(4.3) Sx = SXx+niEx)    and    Tx = Tx + SR(7 - Ex),

where S\ , T\ are obtained from Lemma 4.1, and Ex comes from (1.2).

Theorem 4.2. Let P¡, P2, and Q be as in (4.1), (4.2). If X is an A-positive
eigenvalue or a point of continuous spectrum of Q inot on the left boundary),
then there is e > 0 such that

X =      min        sup  iBx, x)/iAx, x),
SeNe(Si,TA)xçsnc+

where Sx, Tx come from (4.3) and Ne refers to the topology of HA , i.e., of H.

Proof. Again, we check assumptions (1) and (2).

(1) For any x £ Sx , we write x = Xi +x2 with xx £ S\ and x2 6 ÍH(£'/l), so

iBx, x) = iBxi, Xi) + iBx2 , x2) < XiAxi, xx) + XiAx2, x2) = XiAx, x).

Furthermore, if X is an ^-positive eigenvalue with a corresponding eigenvector

xo £ C+ , then we can assume without loss of generality that either xo € Hx or

Xo £ H2. Thus either Xo G 5] or xo G W-iEx), i.e., Xo G Sx n C+ whence

(4.4) X=    sup   iBx, x)HAx, x).
xesxnc+

If A g OciQ) but not on the left boundary, then X £ ociB2) and (1.3) holds.
Arguing as for (3.1), we obtain

X =      sup     iBx, x)/iAx, x),
x€R(Ex)nC+

which leads to (4.4) again.
(2) If X is an ^-positive eigenvalue, there is an eigenvector xo G Sx n C+ as

in (1). Let Ty = 7¿ + span{xo} for any y > 0. Then xo G SxnTy and TyDTx.
Further

inf   iBx, x)/iAx, x) = X > X - y.
xíTyr\C+

If X £ OciQ) but not on the left boundary, let Ty = T¡ + £K(7 - Ex-y) for any
y > 0 . Then SxnTynC+ = 9\iEx - Ex-y) C H2 is nontrivial, so xy exists with

¿5=1/2. Further
inf   iBx, x)/iAx, x) > X0 - y,

x&Tyr\C+

so, assumption (2) is also satisfied.   D
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